Legislative Council Follow-up Questions from
March 12, 2015
Follow-up to Technology Question
For several years we've been discussing smoothing out IT expenses so they don't have such large ups and
downs, much like the way we fund smaller capital expenses like fire engines on the town side. Please
explain why there is such an increase this year despite those discussions.
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In order to smooth out technology equipment expenditures, $545,307 (0.76% of an approximately
72 million dollar total school budget) would need to be budgeted each year to just replace
obsolete equipment. Only $429,555 are included in the 2015-16 budget request for obsolete
equipment replacement, respecting the desire to keep the budget increase minimal. This is
$115,752 less than the projected annual need for obsolescence.
Dollars allocated for equipment (items such as network infrastructure, phones, computers, laptops
and projectors) represent the most variable portion of the Technology Department budget. Without
any adjustments, our projected needs for the following years would be:
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020

$428,300
$722,470
$443,460
$287,775
$1,069,785

This budget projection shows large swings and reflects past funding patterns.
It is a District goal to have the dollars designated for the replacement of obsolete equipment and
the investment in new technologies become more consistent across budget years.
The importance of keeping our inventory up-to-date and functioning is not only being driven by our
need to prepare our students to be successful in a technology rich world but also further dictated
by increased state demands for testing.
With this in mind, the 2015-2016 Technology Department budget request makes an attempt:
• To meet technology needs in the district including those defined by the state.
• To begin the process to even out the spending for technology equipment in the future.
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The way an oil contract works is once the consumer “locks-in” on a price and signs a contract for the
amount of gallons needed, the oil company will buy an oil futures contract on that day based on that
price. The oil company then pays 60% or more for the contract (to New Haven Harbor) to guarantee that
the oil will be delivered. Once the oil is delivered, the oil company then pays a storage fee to New Haven
Harbor. The only flexibility in the total cost in in the delivery price.
The cost to rescind our contract would be $1.80 per contracted gallon. At 168,000 gallons, the BOE
would have to pay $302,400 and have nothing to show for it. If we could find oil at $1.00 per gallon, it
would be worth-while to do so, but a highly unlikely scenario. (An ultimate savings of about $31,920 or
$0.19 per gallon).
The Town would not have benefited from the BOE’s gallons, as they were part of a much larger
consortium (CROG) anyway. At our purchasing level, quantity does not necessarily influence the cost.
The only component where the price can be lowered is on the delivery price, not the actual cost of the
oil. Looking at the current futures market on various price curves, the price today would be somewhere
between $2.03 - $2.15 per gallon.
The Town decided to join the consortium and let CROG go out to bid for them. Had the BOE waited until
February to lock in, it is possible that we could have taken advantage of the consortium pricing but
history has proven that it’s not always to our benefit to wait. In 2014-15 BOE paid $3.0949 for oil and
consortium price was $3.17. In 2010-11 & 2011-12 BOE’s price was lower than the consortium and in
2012-13 & 2013-14 consortium was lower than the BOE. At the time of our lock-in (for fiscal 2015-16) oil
prices were at a 26-month low and all market indicators were suggesting to lock-in before the heating
season began as oil prices typically rise during this time.
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